Hiwi position (behavioral measurements, cognitive training, 7T MRI)

Interested to be part of impactful research on improving cognitive performance?

We are hiring: a research assistant (start: as soon as possible), preferably with a background in cognitive/clinical neuroscience, psychology, medicine, biology, or relevant fields.

Workload:
- Data collection: neuropsychological tests (behavioral measures), assisting in a cognitive training session, 7T MRI
- Recruitment, project management tasks

Populations:
- Healthy older adults (60-79 years), young adults (18-34 years)

Requirements:
- Fluent knowledge of German and English
- Good communication, ability to work in a team
- Reliability and flexibility

Interest or experience in cognitive (e.g. human memory) or clinical (e.g. neuropsychology, cognitive assessment) neuroscience, psychology-medicine, or neuroimaging is a plus.

Working hours: 6-8 hours per week.

Minimum duration: 6 months.

The candidate will be working for the IKND (Institute of Cognitive Neurology and Dementia Research), in a project focused on memory, cognitive training, vision and neuroimaging (7T MRI, MEG)

Application. Please send: 1) your CV, 2) a short email text body explaining your motivation and experience (e.g. in cognitive/clinical neuroscience, recruitment, computer knowledge etc. if you have any)

Email to: panagiotis.ilopoulos@med.ovgu.de
Title: “B02 Apply – Hiwi”, Put in CC: br2566@columbia.edu

Happy to answer questions. Looking forward to hearing from you